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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
sennen tattara  mezame mashou
mou ichido  anata ni daeru no nara
nagaku tsurai  yume wo mitemo
ima wa hitori  nemuri tsudzukemashou

hanarete shimatta
koibitotachi no
namida no you na  aoi mizuumi de

natsu ni kagayaita
komorebi no hikari
aa  kareha to kawarihateta wa

anata no na wo  sasayaku kara
douka  ano hi wo yobimodoshite

are kara  watashi wa ikitenai no
kokoro ga  kowarete shimatta mama de
wakare no toki  sasageta bara ga
ima mo mune ni  kanashiku kaoru no yo

anata ga ai shita
aoi toritachi mo
kaze ni kogoe
uta wo nakushita wa

boku wo wasurete to
tsurasou ni itta
nee  anata wo
nikumetara ii

afurete ita  futari no yume
mori no kanata e  kiete itta

are kara  watashi wa ikitenai no
kokoro ga  kowarete shimatta mama de
tsuki no hari de  mune wo sasarete
yuki ni umore  hitomi wo tojimashou

sennen tattara  mezame mashou
mou ichido  anata ni daeru no nara
nagaku tsurai  yume wo mitemo
ima wa hitori  nemuri tsudzukemashou
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
If a thousand years have passed, I will wake up
If I can meet you one more time
I am having a long and sad dream
Today, I am alone... I will continue to sleep

I am far away
From my lovers
In the blue lake that looks like tears

I shined in summer with
The light coming through the trees
Ah, the leaves have turned dead since then...



Since I can whisper your name
Somehow, I will call back those days

Since then, I am not living
My heart has become broken just like this
In the time of our parting, you gave me a rose
Even today, I am sadly smelling it in my heart

I loved you
Even the blue birds
Freeze in the wind
As I lost my voice

&quot;I forgot myself,&quot;
You said so painfully
So, should I
Hate you now?

Our dreams have overflowed
They have disappeared into the forest on the other side

Since then, I am not living
My heart has become broken, just like this
I pierced my heart with a needle of the moon
Covered in snow, I will close my eyes

If a thousand years have passed, I will wake up
If I can meet you one more time
I am having a long and sad dream
Today, I am alone... I will continue to sleep
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